The **IBM Cloud Garage with Blockchain**

helps you collaborate on business network problems and quickly build blockchain solutions.

---

**What we offer**

**Discovery Workshop**
Understand market opportunities and select a use case that represents the value your organization and business network is looking to gain while also gaining a deeper insight into blockchain technology. Mandatory for every new partnership.

- **Length:** Half-day
- **Price:** FREE

**Design Thinking Workshop**
Apply IBM Design Thinking principles to evaluate current business processes, identify business network and define the minimal viable product for your blockchain solution.

- **Length:** 2 days
- **Price:** $32,200 USD

**Architectural Consultancy**
Enlist the support of a blockchain architect in an IBM Cloud Garage to help define the framework of your blockchain solution.

- **Length:** 1 week
- **Price:** $14,200 USD

**MVP Build-up**
Develop a functioning blockchain solution using agile methodologies, leveraging experts in IBM Blockchain, UX/UI design and development, and cloud architecture.

- **Length:** 4–10 weeks
- **Average Price:** $200,000–$400,000 USD

---

**Where to find us**
Partner with IBM Cloud Garage around the globe or we bring a pop-up garage to your site.

**How we do it**
Together we use the IBM Blockchain Platform to quickly develop your blockchain solution, define the governance of the network, and establish the network operations.

We combine industry best practices including IBM Design Thinking, agile development, and continuous delivery.

We connect you to experts in IBM Blockchain, UX/UI design and development, as well as cloud architecture.

---

[Request a consultation](www.ibm.com/blockchain/garage)